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Embarrassment, an understatement! 
Our embarrassment becomes fun and entertainment for others, but thank God, I have not 
experienced many embarrassing moments in life. There are two such anecdotes of exploration, 
one of my school days and the other from my engineering days, both equally awkward, where 
lies my greatest moment of embarrassment. Starting with the first one, I was in third standard 
and it was the prize distribution ceremony of the previous session. In the final exam for 2nd 
class, I had secured first position and all the top three rank holders from different classes, 
including me, were waiting for their turn to receive the award. My Hindi teacher asked us to sit 
on the marble flooring by the time our turn comes. We all were wearing a white uniform, which 
we generally used to wear on Wednesdays and Saturdays during our school days. I was very 
conscious about spots on white dresses so when the teacher instructed, everybody sat on the 
floor, except me. I was feeling elated that day and secondly, it's a free world so nobody should 
have a problem if I am standing, right? But, the girl sitting just behind me, the one who stood 
second, thought otherwise and she tugged on my shorts to make me sit. I don’t know if the 
stitches were a bit loose or something, but she had actually pulled down my shorts and by the 
time my slow processor could realize that my sites are down, almost everybody had seen my 
underwear and sexy skinny legs. All of my friends were sitting and laughing at me, while I was 
standing there with my shorts at my ankles. Oh my God, my face was literally red with 
embarrassment. Anyhow, I was on stage after 5 minutes, receiving that stupid memento. 
 Second, it was 1st December, World AIDS day and I was in the second year of my graduation. 
To spread awareness about the AIDS, our college had planned a Students’ visit to Red Ribbon 
Express, an awareness campaign train by the Indian Railways at the Jhansi Railway Junction. 
Those were the best IT days of my life and an outing with friends was a great fun. So though it 
was an educational/awareness trip but we did not miss a single chance of having fun in our own 
way. .  The train was fully covered with posters with some meaningful messages. Certain 
medical services like blood check-up , urine test were also offered by the government in the train 
itself and free condoms were being distributed to spread awareness about having safe-sex using 
condom as a protection. Certain mischievous friends of mine including my room-mates got those 
rubber sheaths along with them in the hostel and now in the entire boys’ hotel these big balloons 
were floating here and there. 
It was a fun for them because these air filled condoms were like balloons and were bigger than 
anything they've seen before. One of my uncle who used to live in the same city had planned to 
give a surprise visit to me and trust me it was less of a surprise and more of a shock. One can’t 
even imagine that how embarrassing it must have been for me. I was feeling helpless because my 
uncle was at the door of my room and the guys in the corridor were playing with that ‘big 
balloon’. I feel that in life few things are just meant to be learnt the hard, embarrassing way. 
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